NAME Members and Languages Spoken Other Than English

1. Humphrey Germanik – Italian
2. Eric Pfeifer – German
3. Peter H. Markesteyn – Dutch
4. John Hunsaker – German
5. Thomas Gilson - German
6. Steve Cohle – Spanish
7. Othon J. Mena - Spanish
8. Carl Schmidt – Spanish and French
9. Marianna Eserman – Russian, fluent
10. Frank Peretti – Italian, Fluent
11. Thambirajah Balachandra – Tamil, Sinhala
12. Jackie Martin – Spanish, some Italian
13. Masahiko (Mike) Kobayashi – Japanese, fluent
14. Paul Chui – Mandarin/Chinese, fluent
15. Shaku Teas – Hindi/Urdu
16. Mario Rascon – Spanish
17. Elena Bulakhtina – Russian, fluent
18. Mitchell Weinberg - French, basic
19. Pete Speth – German
20. Edward Chmara – Russian, Polish
21. Abraham Philip – Hindi, Marathi, Malayalam, Kannada, Urdu
22. Karen Kelly – French
23. Buddy Garrett – Gulla/Geeche
24. Francisco Diaz – Spanish, fluent
25. George Paul – Hindi, Bengali, Punjabi, Malayalam
26. Lee Marie Tormos – Spanish
27. Tim Dutra – Spanish, some Portuguese
28. Clare Bryce – French
29. Tim Fagen - Spanish and French, with conversational Italian and Mandarin
30. Paul Mellen - German, Irish Gaelic
31. Judy Melinek – Hebrew
32. Lorraine Lopez-Morell—Spanish
33. Nika Aljinovic – Croatian
34. Cristin Rolf – German
35. Louis Jarez – Czech
37. John Hu – Chinese
38. Maneesha Pandey – Hindi
39. Luby Dragovic – Serbian, Croatian, Macedonean, Slovenian
40. Murali Murali – Kannada, Hindi
41. Luisa Florez – Spanish (fluent)
42. Priya Banerjee – Bengali
43. Giancarlo Di Vella – Italian (fluent)
44. Timothy Williams – German
45. Agnieszka Rogalska – Polish (fluent)

Languages other than English Spoken By NAME Members

42 NAME members responded. We about have most of the globe covered. Here are the languages we have covered in our database:

1. Italian
2. German
3. Dutch
4. Spanish
5. Portuguese
6. French
7. Russian
8. Polish
9. Tamil
10. Sinhala
11. Mandarin Chinese
12. Chinese
13. Japanese
14. Korean
15. Hindi
16. Urdu
17. Marathi
18. Malayalam
19. Kannada
20. Gulla/Geeche
21. Bengali
22. Punjabi
23. Bulgarian
24. Irish Gaelic
25. Hebrew
26. Croatian
27. Czech
29. Serbian
30. Macedonian
31. Slovenian